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Have your ever hiked alone? It can be quite

lovely . A little walk by yourself , taking in the

beauty with silence and solitude . But

climbing Mt . Everest alone , that would be

less lovely . In fact , in the past years , Nepal

has prohibited foreign climbers from scaling

the heights without an escort . 

The metaphor of climbing a mountain is one
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that is often used to discuss the spiritual life and it isn 't hard to see why .

Sometimes our journey with Christ can seem like that mild hike where we

are simply walking along with Him and basking in the joy of being his

follower . However , sometimes it can be like scaling Everest . It 's a grueling

journey , full of challenges that we are not meant to make alone . 

I T  I S  A  JOURNEY  WE  MAKE  WITH  OTHERS
Of course , God is present with us , but we are meant to walk with Jesus

alongside friends who will accompany us through the peaks and valleys .

Think about the Apostles ! They were a group of guys who were friends not

before they started following Christ , but because they were following

Him . They were friends who learned together , helped each other grow in

holiness , and followed Jesus . When we share our faith with others - in our

home , in a small group , or in passing at the grocery store - we have the

opportunity to join in community that will help us grow and traverse the

path of walking in Jesus '  steps . 



Spending time as a family is something many of us

have been doing quite a lot of these days . This has

been both a challenge and a blessing - bringing us

closer together and at some points igniting conflict
 

Some of us have been spending more time alone

than ever before . This too has been a challenge and a

blessing - feeling the pangs of isolation but also

getting the opportunity for a clearer look at our own

hearts . 

Whichever scenario rings true for you , one thing is for

certain . We have all been invited to engage more

fully in our relationship with Christ . We 've been

offered many ways to do this : virtual Mass and

Adoration , online series , etc .
 

No one is excluded from this invitation , which is

great because the best way to respond to any

invitation is together ! One way we can engage

together is by connecting with each other through

faith-filled conversation . Maybe about Scripture ,

maybe about a specific doctrine , maybe about our

own journey with Jesus . 

These conversations can happen in our homes with

family , our spouse , over zoom , with one other person ,

or with 6 ! It doesn 't matter what your "small group"

looks like . What is important , is having people to

connect and engage with as we walk along our faith

journey .
 

Our invitation to go deeper has plus one . Who will

you bring?

Can 't think of someone? We 've got you covered ! 

St . Norbert has a small group just for you and we 're

happy to make you our plus one . Checkout the

ENGAGE page of our website for more information .

Or keep an eye out for the Lent small group signup .

We 're looking forward to going deeper with you ! 

WHO'S YOUR PLUS ONE?

"They broke

bread in their

homes and

ate together

with glad

and sincere

hearts, 

 praising God

and enjoying

the favor of

all the

people."
 

Acts 2: 46-47


